The presented paper shows the use of a self-adaptive multi-objective optimization code applied to a "tailored" heating forging process. The choice of the frequency and the time are followed by the inductor's design. Finally, a straightforward optimization is performed in order to show how "optimal control" can be applied.
Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms have been successfully applied in the last few decades for solving optimization and design problems of electromagnetic devices [1] . The goal is to determine values for model parameters that provide the best trade-off in the case of multiple conflicting objects. We consider a multi-objective optimization problem, with n decision variables: x = (x1,…xn) and m objectives: f(x) = (f1(x),…, fm(x)) subject to gi(x) ≤ 0 i = 1,2,...,r and hi(x)=0 i =1,2,…s. The presence of multiple objectives give rise to a set of Pareto-optimal solutions, instead of a single solution. A Pareto-optimal solution is one in which one objective cannot be further improved without causing a simultaneous degradation in at least one other objective.
Currently, the non-dominated sorted genetic algorithm (NGSA-II) [2] has received the most attention because of its simplicity and demonstrated superiority over other methods and it has been widely used in the design of electromagnetic devices [3] . Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [4] is a heuristic search technique that simulates the movement of a flock of birds which aim to find food. The relative simplicity of PSO and the fact that it is a population based technique have made it a natural candidate to be used in design problems [5] . On the other hand, in computational electromagnetics, applications and also modifications of Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO) are an emerging new field of research [6] . However, it has been proved that it is impossible to develop a single algorithm that is always efficient for a diverse set of optimization problems [7] .
Inspired by the work of Vrugt et al. [8] , we present an optimization procedure which combines the concepts of simultaneous multimethod search and self-adaptive offspring creation. We intend to apply this innovative optimum search not only to few benchmark problems but also to a real inductor's design case addressed to tailored heating applications.
Proposed optimization method
The algorithm here used is a modification of the algorithm AMALGAM proposed by Vrugt et al. [8] . We'll call it, for the sake of simplicity, AMALGAM*. In Figure 1 is shown the main procedure of the optimization code. The algorithm is initialized by using a random population P0 of size N. Then, to each parent is assigned a fitness value based on the non-dominated sorting mode [2] . The population of offspring Q0 = { , … , }, is implemented using k individual algorithms instead of using a single operator. The chance that one offspring is generated by the k-th algorithm is proportional to the "specific probability" k-th of the algorithm itself. If at the beginning each algorithm has the same "specific probability", at each generation, the values are updated according to the success that algorithms have in producing offspring. The idea of using the "specific probability" is an original contribution of the authors. After offspring's creation, a combined population = ∪ of size 2N is created and ranked using the non-dominated sorting mode. The N members for the next population are chosen according to the rank and the crowding distance of the 2N elements of R0. The new population P1 is then used to create offspring using the already described procedure. This step algorithm is repeated until convergence is reached. If the vector { , … , } indicates the "specific probability" at t generation, { , … , } is the number of offspring that, at the previous generation, each algorithm generated and, { , … , } stands for the number of offspring, produced by the k-th algorithm, which appear in the current population, the "specific probability" has been calculated as follows(1):
In order to avoid inactivating algorithms, the minimum "specific probability" value was set to 0.1. In AMALGAM*, we adopted three different algorithms for generation offspring: Non dominated sorting genetic algorithm NGSA-II [2] , Multi-objective particle swarm optimization MPSO [4] , Multi-objective biogeography-based optimization MBBO [6, 9] . NGSA-II uses simulated binary crossover (SBX) and polynomial mutation to create offspring. In the case of MPSO, let ⃑ ( ) denote the position of the h-th particle at the iteration t, the position of the particle is changed by adding a velocity ⃑ ( ) to the current position:
The velocity vector reflects the socially exchanged information. In the case of MPSO, since there is not -like in the single objective case -a best solution, the "best" particle is a random one extracted from an external archive which contains the best ‖exp( ) ‖ nondominated particles (particles are sorted by rank and crowding distance). The best particle's position ever is instead updated when the particle is dominated of if both are incomparable (they are both non-dominated with respect to each other).
In MBBO each solution considered is treated as habitat. The offspring are generated by means of two stochastic operators: migration and mutation. Migration is supposed to improve "bad" habitats (which have bad fitness) by sharing features from "good" habitats. Mutation modifies some randomly selected habitats in view of a better exploration of the design space.
In case of constrained optimization, if an offspring (particle) violates one or more constraints in the design space, objective functions are not evaluated. What it is calculated is the "violation", i.e. = ∑ max 0, ( ) + ∑ ℎ ( ) . Each feasible solution has a better fitness than every other unfeasible solution. Unfeasible solutions are ranked on the basis of their : the smaller , the better the fitness.
Numerical test
In this section we intend to test AMALGAM* applying it to four analytical cases. We adopt the metrics used in [10] to quantify the performance of the proposed algorithm. We Fig. 1 . Flowchart of the proposed algorithm evaluate the error between the approximated and exact one, both in the Pareto front (objective function space) and its correspondent inverse image (variable space). Considering Nfr individuals with the lowest rank final front, the geometric distance between each h-th point x = (x1,…xn) and its inverse image is:
Where is the i-th component of the inverse image of the Pareto front. While, in order to evaluate the error in the objective space, in the case of two objective functions:
With , is given the exact expression of the Pareto front. The rms error value of the Nfr distances is evaluated in order to compare the performances. The so called "relative" crowding distance has been also calculated for both the objective and variable spaces. The average "relative" distance of Nfr individuals in the variable space is:
An analogous expression is used in the objective space, where n is substituted with m (the space's dimension). The average relative distance is called here .
In the variables space, the relative distance between the h-th and the j-th individuals, both in the front, is:
Again, for the objective space, it's just sufficient to substitute n with m and x with f. The crowding of the front in terms of design variables cwx(h) is the number of individuals, j-th, which are closer to the individual h-th than the threshold :
(ℎ, ) ≥ Also here there is a correspondent definition for the objective space.
Test functions
We considered four unconstrained test functions [2, 10, 11] which are summarized in Tests were performed with 20 different starting populations. Here we present the average (over the 20 cases) rms error in both variable and objective spaces, as the most representative indicator in the ability to identify the Pareto front.
With "Pop" and "Gen" we refer respectively to population's individuals number (called it N before) and to the generations' number. In other words, we decide a priori the number of calls of the objective functions.
In every case AMALGAM* shows an evident superiority compared to NGSA-II. In the case D (**), at every attempt, the code NGSA-II failed the convergence to the real Pareto front. We show here more in details the results in case of test A. A better ability of exploiting the Pareto front is shown by AMALGAM* compared to NGSA-II. Especially in the left side, results obtained with NGSA-II don't cover the overall extension of the Pareto front. This fact is visible in the calculation of the crowding distance: particles amass much more in the case of NGSA-II (see Figure 2 ).
Tailored heating
In literature the concept of "Tailored heating" refers to an innovative heating approach which is addressed to forging processes [12] . Forging a billet from an initially "simple" geometry to a part of "complex" geometry may require several preform stages. In each stage, a pair of dies must be designed and manufactured. Subsequently, a series of mounting and dismounting die-inserts must be performed in the preform stage. This is often time consuming and costly. Consequently, the die forging of parts with complex geometry is only cost effective for large-batch production. Guo et al. [13] and Kayatürk et al. [14] proposed a thermal differential flat-die forging process, in which the parts of the forging billets which are supposed to have a high material flow are heated up to hot forging temperature. Parts which are supposed not to have such high material flow are at "colder" temperatures like 800-900 [°C] . This contains the basic idea of "Tailored heating".
The work-piece under analysis is a 42CrMo4 carbon steel billet with 474 [mm] length and 30 [mm] diameter. The problem aims to heat up the billet with a desired temperature profile: two "hot" zones with a uniform temperature of 1200 [°C] alternate with three "cold" zones which are supposed to reach a uniform temperature of 900 [°C] . It was considered a coupled electromagnetic-thermal model for the field analysis with the package ANSYS®. The design of an inductor which is able to provide the afore described temperature profile is the topic of this work. It represents a challenging task in which AMALGAM* has been applied.
Choice of frequency and heating time
We want to understand which frequency-heating time couple best fits to our purpose. In [12] good results have been reached using a frequency of 4 kHz and a heating time of 70 seconds. We consider for simplicity a 1D model (Figure 3) , in which the inductor is a massive piece of copper and the billet is substituted with a workpiece whose thickness is equal to the billet's radius.
Our intention is to obtain a uniform temperature of 1200 [°C] . Two objective functions are evaluated: the maximum deviation, at the end of the heating, along the line A-B (see Figure 3 ) from 1200 [°C] and the energy consumption (7). A fixed current is applied for the entire duration of the heating.
Three design parameters are under investigation: heating time (t), frequency (f) and current (I) ( Table 3 ). Values of current don't have a real physical meaning because we are referring to a 1D model. Figure 4 summarizes the results of optimization after 100 generations with a population of 20 individuals. While AMALGAM* shows a greater ability in exploring the Pareto front compared to the results obtained with NGSA-II, the minimum value of f1 is practically the same (see Table 4 ). Figure 5 instead are shown the trends of the "specific probability" during the 100 generations of the three optimization algorithms used in AMALGAM*. If at first NGSA-II and MBBO are dominant, the Particle Swarm shows a better ability in exploiting the Pareto front. That's why it has the maximum specific probability in the last generations.
Inductor's design
The next step is the design of the inductor. Since it's very difficult to define a priori the inductor's configuration (number of turns, air gaps between them…), in the model proposed the inductor is substituted by five nonconductive areas in each of them a uniform current density is applied. In order to speed up the solution, the numerical model consists of one fourth of the 4  7  10  13  16  19  22  25  28  31  34  37  40  43  46  49  52  55  58  61  64  67  70  73  76  79  82  85  88  91  94  97  100 Specific Probability Generation NGSA-II MPSO MBBO system ( Figure 6 ). As design variables, the length li and the current density ji applied to each area are considered. l0 indicates the position of the first area from the middle of the billet. In total 11 variables are under analysis:
The aim is to obtain a uniform temperature of 1200 [°C] in the hot zone and 900 [°C] in the cold ones. As visible in Figure 6 , we don't take into account the temperature between different zones, in a transition zone 15 [mm] long.
Three objective functions are evaluated:
Each objective function is the sum of the differences between the desired and calculated temperature in a particular zone at the end of the heating. The huge number of variables require a great amount of goal functions' evaluations. A population of 40 individuals after 70 generations has given these results in terms of goal functions (Fig. 7) :
For the design of the inductor we consider the closest solution to the "utopia" point (Table 6 ). NGSA-II AMALGAM*
Real inductor
As already done in [12] , we need to "translate" this configuration in a real inductor. Each area could be seen as one turn coil. For designing the real inductor, assuming a series connection between turns, it's possible to convert every one-turn coil in an equivalent multi-turns coil using the Ampere's law. The total equivalent current (current density times area) which flows in each area is visible in Table 7 The number of turns in each zone has been chosen as follows: 2 in the first, 7 in the second and 6 in third. In total there are 15 turns in a half inductor, which are equally distributed in each area. The resulting temperature profile is bell-shaped at the centre of the "hot" zone due to the fact that there the magnetic field is maximum. For this reason, a new suboptimization is performed, in which, the positions of the turns are modified in order to get a more satisfying temperature profile. In this case 13 variables are under analysis: the y positions of the first 12 turns plus the (assumed) constant distance of the last three turns (see Figure 8 ). Since the overlapping between turns is not allowed, we're looking at a constrained optimization case. We set a minimum distance between turn and turn of 1 [mm] . Using a coil with an external diameter of 10 [mm], the following inequalities must be true: y − y ≥ 11 mm with i = 1,...,11 (9) In Table 8 the variables' domains and the solution which best meets our purposes are summarized. Goal functions are the same that have already been used (8) . A population of 30 individuals had been run for 100 generations. The total number of evaluations is 2384 for the NGSA-II and 2375 in the case of AMALGAM*.
Tab. 7. Total equivalent current Fig. 8 NGSA-II AMALGAM* Figure 10 shows the temperature distribution along the length evaluated in the centre and in the surface in the case of what we consider the best "solution". We preferred a solution in which f2 is pretty low rather than f1 and f3.
Optimal control
In this last section we intend to apply the concept of optimal control to the already designed inductor. Typically, optimal control applications are performed with a defined voltage. Since in this work we have always thought in terms of current, also in this part we assume the current as input parameter. In the inductor's optimization a current of 1230 [A] was given.
Supposing we can provide a maximum current of 1500 [A] -limit given by the maximum power available for example -we would like to investigate, reducing the heating time, how the energy consumption varies with the heating accuracy. The heating process is simply characterized by one interval with given current and one soaking interval. In summary, the intervals in which vary the two design variables are summarized in Table 9 .
Here, the goal functions are: f = f + f + f f = ∫ (10) Where f1, f2, f3 are the objectives shown in (8) . Since an excessive overheating of the billet would be not acceptable, a maximum admissible temperature of 1300 [°C] was set. If during the heating, any point of the billet overcomes 1300 [°C], the solution is considered not feasible. Figure 11 shows the Pareto fronts' trend in the case of both, NGSA-II and AMALGAM*, with a population of 30 individuals, after 50 generations.
The estimated Pareto front obtained with AMALGAM* dominates the NGSA-II's one. The best heating accuracy (minimum fA) reached by the two codes is shown in Table 10. In the "normal" heating mode described in the paragraph 3.4, fA would value 100671 [°C] and fB 355.8 [Wh] . If on one side the results of optimal control don't bring any improvement in terms of heating accuracy, on the other hand, with a small worsening of the temperature profile, an important reduction of time and energy consumption could be obtained. 
Conclusions
Using a multimethod optimization search has been found to be a more successful solution in both test and real cases compared to the well-known NGSA-II. Even if in this work the performances were compared in the case of same number of field evaluations, the main advantage of AMALGAM* is the reduction of the computation time especially in real case problems.
